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ABSTRACT

For an equation o-f the -form £<&.>••¥., it
is shown that there is at least one solution
•for every y_ if F_ is eventually PB passive or
the e-f-fective Jacobian matrix in all the
unbounded regions is a P matrix. In addition
to this, i-f the Jacobian determinant has the
same sign in all the regions, then F is a
homeomorphism. For equations o-f the form
E<M.)"'fl.<!t)+Hji.1"̂ .» E<*L> is onto if H is Po anci
F_<g.) is norm coercive where a<x_) is diagonal.
This statement is true for equations of the
form E<Jt>"A Q.<H.)+Bx_ • y_ also where (A,B)
is W». In these results gt(Ki) is allowed to
saturate without requiring additional condi-
tions on H or (A,B>. It is also shown that,
roughly under these conditions, the
generalised Katzenelson's method converges
to a solution. Homeomorphism of these two
forms is guaranteed if the Jacobian
determinant has the same sign in all the
regions in addition to the above conditions.

1.INTRODUCTION

Consider the foil wing equations which
arise in nonlinear resistive networks.

E<a.>-a<s.>+Hx_-y_ <2>
E<S.>-AQ.<*_>+Bx_-y_ <3>
Where xjc R", y_$ R" and E and g are continuous
piecewise linear functions. Several
authors studied these equations from the
point of view of (i) existence of at least
one M. for every y. (existence problem) <ii)
existence of exactly one x_ for every y_
(uniqueness problem) and (iii) determination
of at least one & for a given y_(determination
problem). It is the purpose of this paper to
give some new solutions to these problems. We
first introduce some definitions and
notations.

In each region R4 in the x_-spac:e,
equation (1) is of the form

Where Jc*> is the Jacobian and W_cl> is a
constant vector. Consider an unbounded
region R*. Let Xj be bounded in R*. Then
delete the j t h I row and j * h column from J<fc>.
Do this for all bounded components of x_. Let
J.."*' denote the resulting matrix.This matrix
will be called the effective Jacobian matrix
of the region R«. Throughtout this paper we
will assume that H is P« and <A,B) is We
C43.F<x_) is said to be eventually P» passive
if there exists a real constant M>0 such that
for each I |M_| I £M, there exists an index j such
that xj f 0 and xj-f j <x_) £0. A point x_ is said
to satisfy 1—solution condition if (i)x. is
the only solution of its image yj"E<il.> ar>d
<ii)x_ is an interior point of the region in
which (t lies.

2. Existence of Solutions

Theorem 2.1 j— Consider a continuous norm
coercive piecewise linear function F.
(i.e., | |E<&> | | ->• as ||!t|| ->•}. Assume that
F is eventually PB passive. Then equation (1)
has at least one solution for- every y_»
Proof s- Consider the homotopy C3]

Consider an n dimensional sphere S of radius
r in the x_~-space. Letd S denote the boundary
of S. Let x. be any point ona S. Then as r — >»,
| |x_| )-><•>. b.<»., l>-E<K.>ylia as r ->» and E<&.> is
norm coercive. Thus consider 0lX<l. For a
given x_ on ̂  S, let XjfB and XJFJ <x_) >0. Then
from equation (5) we have
Hj hJ(x.,^)-Ax.,FJ(!t> + <l->)xJ= ! (6)
XJFJ<*_, )>0 and <l-X>Xj = >0 a s ^ ^ 1
Since >!j^0, this implies that hj(x_,^)^69 for
this x. on J S . This implies that C33 F(x_> and
x_ are of the same degree. Hence the result.
Corol larv 2.2 :•- If the effective Jacobian
matrix in each unbounded region is a P
matrix, then every y_ has at least one
solution.
Proof s- Let Hx be an unbounded region in the
x_— space whose equation is of the form
equation (4). As |jx.||->» , let K.»Cxl xf 3T

where all components of x_ in jjj2 are bounded
in Ri while all components in x_* are
unbounded. Corresponding to this, partition

as

J,, J» =

J n ' 1 ' is the effective Jacobian matrix of H±
which is a P matrix by hypothesis. Thereof ore
there exists an index j such that Xjf&l and
H j l J u ' " H1 > j goes to infinity quadratically
as |xj|—>•>. Since x.a is bounded, XjtJia111

x_3>4, goes to infinity at most linearly,
i.e.,,ijJ<i> x_j I goes to infinity quadrati-
cally i.e.F(x_> is norm coercive. This also
proves that XJFJ(xj >®. Hence the result.
Remarks
2.1.Consider an equation of the form (2). Let
g.<x_) be diagonal i .e,g.<x_)«»CQi (Hv) gztxz) . . .
gr.(xr.)3T. Sandberg and Willson C43 studied
this equation extensively when gi(xj) is not
necessarily piecewise linear. Unlike their
results, we allow zero slope's eventually. To
allow zero slopes as ixij—>•, they require
additional conditions on H whereas we need
norm coerciveness only. If H is P» and giixj
eventually lies in I"*1 & III1""1 quadrants,
then E<?O is eventually PB passive and the
theorem applies.

The norm coerciveness condition
required above can be substituted by more
restrictive conditions on H as follows!



Let 9i(x») have positive slopp as
|x»|->» (Note that negative slopes are
•allowed for -finite x»>. Further let H be P»
Then the effective Jacobians in the unbounded
regions are P matrices. Therefore the above
corollary applies.If H is P, then
h*ve zero slopes as |x i | -> •Xi ) can

In this case

also, the corollary is true. Let I denote
the set of indices i such that i<=I if g»(xi>
is saturated i.e., it has a zero slope as
xi->+». Let H<I) denote a submatrix of H
consisting of rows and columns corresponding
to the indices in I. Let H<I) be P. Asssume
that all characteristics eventually lie in
I"* and III1"* quadrants. Then in an
unbounded region R t, J <1>i«H+D<*> where D**'
is a diagonal matrix and the j t h diagonal
element dj£0. The effective Jacobian matrix
J(±> is P as H<I> is P and dj>0 if j^I and
|Xj|->a> in Ri. Thus the corollary is again
satisfied.
2.2.Consider an equation of the form equation
(3) where (A,B) is a W0 pair C43. It follows

from the definition of W a pair matrices that
Aft<H.)+BaL«Cu.+Dy_ where C is nonsingular,C~ 1D is
Pin and if Ui=gi ( K , ) , V I = X I and ui=>u implies
that vi»9»(x,). Let H-C~ l D. Let E1 <x_>*u+Hy,.
Ji<*>-dF*<8_>/dji- C-lJ(i>. Assume that 9 l ( X l )
has eventually positive slope for all i=l,2.,
n. Let Du"du,/djt and Dv"*dv/dH_. Then J l l i > =
Dc4'* '+HD V<

l' . Let Z.*Dv
<4>a.- Since H is a P»

matrix,there exists a Zjf0 such that Z J < H S . ) J
>0 i.e., djMj<H H v < l > ) j i 0. Note that djf0
and djxjuj >0 as uJ=d

>
J>!j where d*j>0 i.e.,

the effective Jacobian of J>-<«-> is a P matrix.
Thus the corollary is applicable.
2.3 Consider the piecewise Linear function
shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1
REGION JACOBIAN CONSTANT VECTOR

Hx 10

05x.il

It i i=- easily verified that the Jacobian
determinant does not have same sign in all
the unbounded regions. Thus Ohtsuki,
Fujisawa and Kumagai * s C6] condition is not.
satisfied. The effective Jacobian matrices
are not positive definite. Thus Chien's C53
conditions for ontoness are not. satisfied.
The effective Jacobians are not P matrices.
(They are P«, matrices). Thus the corollary
is not satisfied. But Th.2.1 is satisfied.

3. Uniqueness of Solutions

Xxll

Theorem 5.1 s— Consider a continuous
piecewise linear function f£. of degree one.
Then F is a homeomorphism of R" onto itself
iff the Jacobian determinant is nonzero and
has the same sign in all the regions in the
a. -spacedral led the Jacobian sign condition).
The proof is omitted for want, of space.
Theorem 3,2 : ••- Let £ be a continuous,
•ventually P a passive, piecewise linear
unction. Then, F is a homeomorphism iff the?
acobian sign condition is satisfied,
roof :— The Jacofc>ian sign condition
uarantees rtcjrm coerciveness. Thus from
ih. 2.1, the degree of F is one. Fr Din Th.3.1,F_
is a homeomorphism.
Theorem 3.3 : •- Let F_ be a continuous
piecewise linear function. Let the effective
Jacobian matrix in each unbounded region be a
P matrix. Then F is a hcimeomarphisfn iff the
Jacobian sign condition is satisfied.
Proof :- The Jacobian sign condition
guarantees, norm noerci veness. Corollary 2.2
guarantees that E(x_) is of degree one. Frcjm
Th.3.1, F is a homeomorphism>
Remarks
3.1 Assume that Q.(x_) is piece *i se linear
and diagonal. For all i = l,2,..fn gi(Xi)is
allowed to have negative slopes for finite
Mi. Zero slopes are also allowed anywhere
including the end segments ki.s. as jxi !->•»).
However assume that gi<xi) characteristic
lies eventually in I»* S< I I I r d quadrants.
Let H be P<B- Then F<x_)»g(x_) +Hx.««y. is a homeo-
morphi BID iff the Jacobian sign condition is
satisfied. To prove this we note from
Remark 2.1 that F is eventually PB> passive.

result follows from Th.3.2.
Will son's work as applied to

linear functions requires
conditions like " H is P", "H is

"H<I> is P", " for each
diagonal matrix D « diag(di, da, . . . ,dr,> with
dj " 1 or -.1 for all j, there exists a real n
vector p such that E > B and DAtl"Dp>@" etc.
C43. In contrast to this, we do not require
any additional condition on H. We only
require the Jacobian sign condition which is
anyway necessary. Further we allow negative
siopes while Sandberg and Will son's results
are essentially for monotone curves.

Hence the
Sandberg &
piecewise
additional
nonsingular
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;i-2 Consider equation (3) where (A,B) is
Wa, and a<>l.) is diagonal. For all i = 1,2 n
assume that gi<xi> eventually lies in I-*'?.<
I l l — quadrants. Note that q.lx,) can have
negative slopes. It can also have zero
slopes anywhere;. As in Remark 2.2, letFMx)
-u+Hv. Let £«D V x. Since H is'p,," there
exists an index j such that z^f® and z ^ H z ) ,
£0 i.e., xJ<D,.,<

1'x)J+xJ(HDv.<
a>):)>9 i.e.

E.<x) IB eventually PM passive. Assume that
the the Jacobian sign condition is satisfied
for E<x>. Since E M K > =C~iF <8.) , the Jacobian
sagn condition is satisfied for
EMa.). Therefore from Th . 3. 2, E1 <x_> (and hence
F<x_> ) is a homeomorphism. Thus even for
equation(3), we can guarantee homeomorphism
with out. r is qu i r i ng ad d i t i o n a 1
(A,B) when

generalises a result due to Prasad and
Prakash f. 11 3 .

•5.3 Consider the following example of
Ch i en C 7 3 „

conditions nn
zero slopes, ex i--,t . Thi<=-

TABLE '2
Constant vector w < ± >»[0 0 ] T +
REGION JACDBIAN RESIGN JACOBIAN

' 1
0 1

xi+2x2>0

The convex combination condition c.'-f Chi en
£71 is not satisfied. But our Th.3,,3 is
satisfied showing that it is a homeomorphism.
Consider the piecewise linear function F(x)
shown if* Fable 3,,

RESION
Ri

JACOBIAN

1 0j

1 2

0

TABLE 3
" [0 03T

REGION

i i > 0

X i > 0

for all i
JACOBIAN

J'1 '

The effective Jacobian matrices are not
positive definite. Thus Prasad & Prakash"s
C103 conditions sre not satisfied. They are
P» (and not Pi malices. Thus Th»3.3 is also
not satisfied. But. Th,3.2 is satisfied.

Th. 3., 3 is different from Fuji sawa and
Kuh's 123 sufficient condition for
homeomorphism. For example in the piecewise
linear function of label 1 the effective
Jacobian matrix of R.j. is J n < a > = l while that
in R» it is Ji-z*'*' =0. Choosing Jn in one
region and J 2 2 in another region is not
allowed in Fujisawa and Kuh's condition.

Prasad and 8aur [83 gave a sufficient
condition for homeomorphism based on

Cafactors. That condition and the results
presented here are in general different. The
example which did not satisfy their condition
satisfies Th.3.3.

Using Ths.3.2 & 3.3, new conditions
for homeomorphism can be derived employing a
technique based on global implicit function
theorem described by Prasad L9 3.

4.DETERMINATION OF A SOLUTION

i=l,2

In this section, we study equations (2) Sc (3)
when a<iO i-4 diagonal. giisj can have
negative? slopes. But the characteristic is
required to lie in I"*1 ?/ Ill1"" quadrants
eventually.
Theorem 4.1:— Consider equati on <2) . Let x_<1J

be an interior point every coordinate of
which is at minus infinity lying in a region
with nonsingualar Jacobian. Then x_<l>

satisfies ).-solution condition if (i)gi<Xi)>
9i(xi' x >) far all x t> x / " and i-:l,2,..,n
(ii)the slope of the end segment of gi
on which x 4<

l' lies is nonzero for all
, . • , n . ( i i i ) H£F'e>.

Proof :— The proof is by contradiction. Let
H ( 2 > be another solution. Then
g <x_< * > >+Hx/'• > =y < x > and g(x_<=£> ) +Hx_< = > *ty/2>

i.e. a(£L'l' * ~9.< S.' ̂ ' > "-H < x_ * * ' -x_*a' )
a Pa matri K , there? exists an index
<Xi '"-id t2> ) rHfx.'1'-* <2> ) 3i >0.

i < 1 > - X i < - ' > ) C g 1 < > i i < 1 > ) - g i < X i < 2 ' ) 3 =

Xi'^MtHfK'"-!!. 1 2']! (7)
From condition (i) of the theorem, the L.H.S.
of equation(7) is greater than or equal to
zero. From the definition of Pe, matrix,
» i

l l ) - x i < 2 > ^ 0 . From condition (i i ), g i ( X i ! " ! -
9i(xi<2>)ftt.Therefore, L.H.S of equation (7)
is greater than zero, while the R.H.S. of
equation (7) is nonpositive as H is F'H> which
is a contradiction,. Hence the result.
Bj~mar_k. 4 -^ "•" Mote that zero slopes ^re
allowed except on the line segments on which

Si nee, H i s
i such that.
Consider (x

x/1' lies. Even this can be allowed if we
be a P matrix. The proof of

is similar to the proof of the
restrict H to
t h i s st at ement
a b o v e theorem.
Lemma 4.2 -. - If (A,B) is a WB pair, then for

each xjr0.j there exists an index i such that
ftx_»By_ implies that Xj.yj.i0 where s, or yi is
nonzeroC123 .
Theorem 4.3 :— Consider equation(3). Letx,11'
be a point every coordinate of which is at
minus infinity. Then x.'1' satisfies 1 —
solution condition if
(iigt is, ) >g± is,

 <x> ) for all x*> X i < 1 J and
i = 1, 2,, „ . , n

(ii) the slope of the end segment of g±(Xi>
on which Xi' 1' lies is nonzero for all
i = 1, 2, . . , n .

(iii!> <A,B) is a WE, pair.
Proof :— The proof is by contradiction.
Let.x_c=e> be another solution. Then
ACa**.' x ' >-a<x_<:2> > 3=-B(x.c »>-«_< = > ) . Since (A,B>
is a WE> pair,, from Lemma 4.2, there exists an
index i such that
-(Xi ll'-xi < = • ) Eg* (si, (1> )-Q» (x» t2> ) 3>0
If x i

< " - « 1 '
z > = 0 , then Ql (Xi

 <1J )-g± ix,
 <z> )=0.

But from Lemma 4.2, both can not be zero for
the index i. Thus >:,'" ^ X i < a ) . Condition
(ii) guarantees that g,(x,(I> — gi(xi ( 2 >)^8
Thus from conditions (i) S< (ii), (Xi 5 1 1 -
Xi <z> Cgi (>u <l' ) - gi <Xi <SB> > 3> 0 which
is a contradiction. Hence the result.
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Once a point x_<l> satisfying
1-salution condition is -found, at least one
solution o-f any given point £<•> can be
obtained using the generalised Katzenelson's
method o-f Ohtsuki, Fujisawa and Kumagai C63.

Consider the -following piecewise
linear equations:

terminal resisters". Electronic
t Letters, Vol.24, PP.1438-1439, Nov.88.

C123. V.P.Prakash,"Some aspects of Piecewise
linear resistive networks",Ph.D.thesis,
Dept. of Electrical Engg.,Indian
Institute of Technology,New Delhi,1988.

Taking x,<1>=C-15 -153T, the conditions of
Th 4.3 are satisfied. Thus using generalised
Katzenelson's method, a solution of any
point £<*> can be obtained starting from jt'1'.
Note that Ohtsuki, Fujisawa and Kumagai's
conditions are not satisfied, as <A,B) is not
a passive pair.
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